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Etymology of Hishiryo 

Hishiryo (非思量) literally means “non-thinking.” Shiryo (思量) means “thinking” and hi (非) is a 

prefix of negation and opposition. So hishiryo amounts to “unthank” or “not the matter of thinking.” 

This word hishiryo appears in Dogen Zenji’s Fukanzazengi (although not in his signed 

manuscript), Shobogenzo Zazengi, Shobogenzo Zazenshin and in Keizan Zenji’s Zazen Yojinki. It is 

one of the most important words used to describe zazen.  Hishiryo in these writings comes from a 

dialogue between Yakusan Igen (745~828) and an unnamed monk, which is described in Keitoku 

Dentoroku and other Zen texts. 

 

Great master, Yakusan Kodo was sitting zazen. A monk asked him, “In steadfast sitting, 

what are you thinking?” Yakusan said, “Thinking of not-thinking.” A monk said, “How are you 

thinking of not-thinking?” Yakusan replied, “Non-thinking (hishiryo).”  

 

In answering “hishiryo,” Yakusan is pointing out a realm beyond discriminative thinking, a realm 

of being one with not-thinking, which is the original person, or true person. This dialogue is meant 

to signify that zazen is the practice of being one with the original person, the person we originally 

are. 

In the Zen tradition the word hishiryo is also found in a much earlier text, the Third  Ancestor 

Sosan’s Shinjinmei. 

 

The empty enlightenment illuminates itself.  

There is no need for the slightest mental effort.  

It is a realm of non-thinking,  

A realm beyond the apprehension of reasoning and emotions.  

 

In this context, hishiryo is explained as a realm beyond the ability of reasoning and emotions to 

grasp. Later, this word was used in this more developed way. For example, in Unmon Koroku 

(Unmon’s Extensive Record) we find this dialogue below. 

 

A monk asked, “What is a realm of non-thinking like?” Unmon said, “Beyond apprehension 

of reasoning and emotions.”  

 

The meaning of hishiryo in Soto Zen 

In both Fukanzazengi and Zazen Yojinki, hishiryo was introduced right after an instruction on 

zazen posture that uses the expression, “steadfast sitting.” Therefore, hishiryo can be understood as 



a description of the state the mind should be in once zazen posture has been properly established. 

As for this state of mind in zazen, we find these instructions: 

 

In Fukan Zazengi 

Do not think “good” or “bad.” Do not judge true or false. Give up the operation of mind, 

intellect, and consciousness; stop measuring with thoughts, ideas, and views. Have no designs 

on becoming a Buddha. How could it be limited to sitting or lying down?  

 

In Zazen Yojinki 

Drop mind, intellect and consciousness, leave thoughts, ideas, and views alone. Have no 

designs on becoming a Buddha. Do not judge true or false.  

If you want to cease your confusion, you must cease involvement in thoughts of good or bad. 

Stop getting caught up in unnecessary affairs. A mind "unoccupied" together with a body "free 

of activity" is the essential point to remember.  

 

I think the key to understanding the meaning of hishiryo is found in these teachings. 

It is said that when we practice zazen we stop all kinds of thinking, such as true or false, right or 

wrong and let go of all thoughts and calculations. With this attitude, we just sit. This is the 

instruction given by Dogen Zenji and Keizan Zenji. And that is what hishiryo is all about. 

 

Hishiryo is not a state of no-thoughts 

To stop “the operation of mind, intellect, and consciousness” and to stop “measuring with thoughts, 

ideas, and views” does not mean to totally stop all mental activities. To stop “operation” and 

“measuring” means stopping arbitrary thought and calculations, rather than maintaining a state of 

having no thoughts during zazen.  The idea of having no thoughts is itself an arbitrary thought. It 

is not that a special state of mind results from regulating the mind through zazen. Rather than 

having a special state of mind, zazen is not to have a special state of mind. 

For example, we find this passage in Shobogenzo Zazenshin: 

 

A monk asked, “How are you thinking of not-thinking?” Indeed, though the notion of 

not-thinking may be old, here it is the question, how do you think of it? Could there be no 

thinking in sitting fixedly?  … When we think of not-thinking, we always use non-thinking.  

 

When we sit in zazen, it is not that we have no thoughts but we think of “not-thinking.” It is called 

“how do you think of it” and “non-thinking.” 

In zazen we just sit by regulating the body (posture) and regulating the breath. As for the posture, 

we aim at sitting in the way that is described in Fukanzazengi and Zazen Yojinki.  This posture 

naturally regulates the breath.  Then, we just let the breath happen as is described in Zazen 

Yojinki; breath freely passes through the nose, and naturally gets regulated. Hishiryo is the state of 

our mind when we are sitting in this way. But what kind of state of mind is it? 



 

When a thought arises, be aware of it. When you are aware of it, it will disappear 

In the Tenpuku version of Fukan Zazengi (Dogen Zenji’s signed manuscript), we do not see the 

sentences, “Think of not-thinking. How do you think of it? Non-thinking.” Instead there are these 

sentences: “When a thought arises, be aware of it. When you are aware of it, it will disappear. 

Continuously put aside everything outside and make yourself into one piece.” It is taught as “the 

essential art of zazen.” In other words, in the popular version, “When a thought arises, be aware 

of it. When you are aware of it, it will disappear. Continuously put aside everything outside and 

make yourself into one piece” was deleted and “Think of not-thinking. What kind of thinking is 

that? Non-thinking” was inserted.  Even if this substitution was made by Dogen Zenji himself, it is 

still important to know that the instruction “When a thought arises, be aware of it. When you are 

aware of it, it will disappear. Continuously put aside everything outside and make yourself into one 

piece” appeared in the signed version, because this expression helps us understand hishiryo.   

This expression is a description of our state of mind during zazen. When a thought arises during 

zazen and we become aware of it, it disappears by itself. And when another thought arises, we again 

become aware of it and it disappears. If we maintain this process, we naturally put aside everything 

outside and become one with ourselves. This is exactly the state of mind during zazen and the 

content of hishiryo.     

Hishiryo is not to attain a transcendental state of mind through meditation or to enter a state of 

no thoughts and no images. It is not to remain in a state full of defilements and delusions or to keep 

discriminative thinking, either. This is what Dogen Zenji meant when he used the word hishiryo. 

This concept was steadfastly handed down to Keizan Zenji’s Zazen Yojinki. Thus, in the Soto Zen 

tradition we now emphasize hishiryo as a state of mind during zazen. 
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